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Student dies
in apartment blaze
By JILL HOWARD
A 22-year-old JMU senior died in a fire early Friday at Holly Court
Apartments.
David W. Dunagan, of Glen Allen, Va., died of smoke inhalation,
Harrison burg Fire Chief Bill Austin said Friday.
"We located him inside the (bedroom) door," Austin said. "He was
attempting to get out of the bedroom."
Firefighters entered the room through a window, because Dunagan's
body blocked the door.
The fire in apartment 2-C was reported at 2:21 a.m., Austin 'said, but
"probably started 33 minutes before" the call.
JL
The fire started in the kitchen after an electric stove burner WasTtft on,
Austin said. The kitchen
caught fire and flames spread up
the walls of the apartment.
Dunagan's bedroom was directly
above the kitchen, Austin said.
The apartment's other residents,
Brian D. Brewbaker, 22, of Lexington and Eric A. Leonardi, 20,
of Charlottesville escaped uninjured, Austin said. No one else was
hurt.
Through a friend, the JMU student affairs office has offered oncampus housing to Brewbaker and
Leonardi, but has received no reply.
Brewbaker and Leonardi were
not available for comment
David Dunagan
(Bluestone photo)
See FIRE, page 2

Harrisonburg firefighters battle flames at Holly Court Apartments early Friday. (Photo by Jerome Sturm)

^Here's how to protect yourself during a fire
Here is what to do in case of fire or heavy
smoke:
► Set off nearest alarm.
► As alarm sounds, all occupants must
evacuate the building. Do not try to fight the
fire unless it is confined to a small area.
** Never open a door that feels hot. A fire
might be blazing on the other side.
*>If the door is too hot to touch:
l)Do not try to open it.
2)Wedge cloth in the cracks around the
door and remain in the room. Work the cloth
into cracks from the top down.
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3)Open the window wide enough to attract
the attention of firemen and await rescue.
► If you can leave the room:
l)Wear shoes in case floor or stairs are hot.
2)Carry a towel to cover your face in case
you encounter smoke.
3)Raise window shades or turn on lights
and close the door behind you. If you are in a
dorm, lock the door.
4)Usc stairs to exit rather than an elevator.
►Crawl on the floor when going through a
smoky area. Smoke and heated gas tend to
rise, so they will be thinnest near the floor.

House of Delegates is preparing
to vote on legislation that would raiae
the drinking age.
Seepage

3
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► Do not run if your clothes catch fire.
Running fans flames, causing them to spread.
Roll on the floor to smother flames.
► Once outside the building, move a safe
distance away. Do not enter the building until
instructed to do so by appropriate staff. Face
away from the building in case of explosion.
► If the fire-department has not been called, do so. If people are trapped, wait
for the fire department to rescue them.
These tips are taken from a list posted on
the backs of many doors in JMU dormitories.
— Gwen Fariss

Lead singer Mark Halms "doesn't
spit on the crowd as much as he used to."
Inside, page

9
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Firefighters brought the blaze under control In 40 mlnutee. (Photo by Jerome Sturm)

Fire

(Continued from page 1)

throughout
the weekend.
Austin told the Daily NewsRecord that the apartment was not
equipped with smoke detectors.
"It's a classic case of 4if there had
bern smoke detectors, he (Dunagan)
would be alive today,' " Austin
said.
City ordinances require apartments to have smoke detectors. But
city building official John Byrd said
Holly Court was built before the ordinance went into effect and is not
required to have them.
The two-alarm fire caused "extensive damage" to apartment 2-C and
additional damage to the two adjacent apartments, Austin said. He
estimated total damage at $70,000.
Five engine companies and one
truck company took 40 minutes to

bring the blaze under control, Austin
said.
Dunagan was a management information systems major and a
member of Theta Chi fraternity.
His body was taken to the Woody
Funeral Home in Richmond. A
graveside service was scheduled for 2
p.m. today at Greenwood Memorial
Gardens in Richmond.
The family has requested that contributions be sent to the Lakeside
Rescue Squad in Richmond.
Dunagan is survived by his
mother, Mrs. Marian D. Yarrington;
his stepfather, Neil B. Yarrington
ST.; and his father, Edmund W.
Dunagan.
Also, his sister, Martha Ann Yarrington; his stepbrother, Neil Yarrington Jr.; his grandfather, the Rev.
E.W. Dunagan; and his stepgrandmother, Mrs. Marian B. Yarrington.
(Sara Fiske also contributed to this
article)
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Delegates expected to approve 21 beer age
•

RICHMOND (AP) - The House of
Delegates gave temporary approval Friday to
legislation raising the beer-drinking age to 21
after rejecting attempts to alter the measure.
After three hours of debate, the House advanced the administration-backed bill to the
third reading, the final stage before passage. It
will be up for a final vote in the lower chamber
today.
"The hour has come for this body to decide
what to do with the drinking age in Virginia,"
said delegate Mary Sue Terry, D-Patrick,
patron of the measure.
The bill would eliminate the distinctions between drinking inside or outside a bar and between beer and liquor.
Under current law, the legal age for drinking
beer in a bar is 18, for buying beer to drink outside is 19, and for buying liquor or wine the age
is 21. Under Terry's proposal, the drinking
age would be Jl for all alcoholic beverages
wherever they are purchased or consumed.
One amendment, which would have set the
age at 19, was defeated on a 42-S4 vote.
But also rejected, 53-41, was Terry's request
to waive the constitutional requirement for a
third reading and pass the bill Friday afternoon.
She needed a tally of four-fifths of those voting.
One of the other amendments debated and rejected would have set the drinking age for all
alcohol at 24. One would have raised the onpremises age for drinking beer to 19 and offpremises to 20. Another would have raised the
off-premises age to 21 but left the bar-drinking
limit for beer at 18.
The arguments over all the versions were
almost overwhelmed in a sea of statistics, as the
patrons of the bill and the amendments offered
figure after figure to prove their points.
Terry said her numbers showed "statistically
significant" correlations between lowered
drinking ages .and increases in traffic accidents
in which a teen-age driver had^been drinking.
But delegate Samuel Glasscock, D-Suffolk,

Booze bill
might hurt
businesses

who offered the proposal to make the drinking
age 24, said his interpretation showed the 20-24
age group could claim the greatest percentage of
alcohol-related crashes, as well as more power
at the ballot box.
"We have latched onto something that's
tough but that doesn't affect a lot of voters,"
Glasscock said. He and his colleagues in the
House and Senate are up for re-election this
November.
Go v. Charles Robb cited statistics when he
blessed the measure in his State of the Commonwealth speech Jan. 12.
"The statistics in my judgment are compelling," Robb said Friday. "If it had no statistically measurable impact, it would be impossible
for me to support."
But other arguments were philosophical.
Opponents of Terry's bill said it couldn't be
enforced, would unfairly punish responsible
young drivers, would not attack the root of the
problem, and was politically motivated in an
election year.
They said stronger education programs on
alcohol and tougher laws against all drunken
drivers would do more to reduce traffic accidents.
"We are angry about what is happening on
the highways," said Cranwell,, D-Roanoke
County. "But (Terry's bill) will not help. We
are going to transfer that anger to one segment
of our society. We are going to punish that
group as a whole."
Cranwell's amendment also would have made
a alcohol driving safety course a requirement
for getting a drivers' license and give courts the
ability to suspend liquor law offenders' licenses
for a year.
Delegate Warren Stambaugh, D-Arlington,
arguring in favor of Cranwell's proposal, called
Terry's version a "blunder-buss approach."
"You can succumb to the quick and easy
answer and go home and say I got tough on
drunk driving," he said. But the young adults

By JOHN CASTALDI
If the proposed drinking bill
passes, it will affect more than
just those younger than 18.
Local drinking establishments
and beer distributers might also
face changes.
If the bill passes, no one
younger than 21 or not already of
legal drinking age will be allowed
to drink alcohol in Virginia starting July 1.
This law will bring a three-year
period when the number of legal
drinkers will not increase.
Wayne Baugher, owner of Midway Market, said, "I'm here to
make a profit. I try to keep the
cheapest price on packaged beer
in town. If keg sales are hurt bad,
I may have to raise keg prices."
He also said, "More people will
start trying to pass fake IDs (if the
bill passes).

'The hour has come
...to decide what to
do with the drinking
age in Virginia.'
MARY SUE TERRY,
DELEGATE

affected "are going to laugh at justice, and
they're going to laugh at us."
The legislature made 18-year'olds adults when
it gave them the right to vote and make legal
contracts, said delegate Clinton Miller,
R-Shenandoah. "We said that. We can't jerk
these people around."
But Terry said rasing the drinking age to 21
and putting beer, the favored drink of young
adults, in the same category as liquor would do
much to heighten respect for alcohol.
If the drinking age for beer was 21 now, she
asked, "Would you, with what you know now,
with what you sense the public saying, select this .
time to lower the age to 18?
In other Assembly action Friday:
►A Senate committee approved, a bill 13-2 to.
allow' state liquor stores to lower prices it
necessary to meet competition from military
bases or neighboring states. The ABC now requires all its stores to set the same prices.

"If it passes I'm going to get a
new license for my car that says,
•21 SUKS,'" Baugher said.
Tim Rough, owner of Spanky's
Delicatessen in Harrisonburg,
said, "It would affect . . .
freshmen and sophomores. And it
would probably have a more
substantial effect on nights we
have beer specials. We do get a lot
of college students on those
nights."
Lynn Wease, owner of Belle
Meade Lounge^ in Harrisonburg,
said he doesn't expect the law
change to affect his business. He
said 80 to 85 percent of his
customers are 21 or older.
Bob Hannah, owner of Jo's
Restaurant in Harrisonburg, said
the crowd at Jo's is mostly older
than 21.
He also said he thought some
18-year-olds don't handle drink-

ing in public well.
"I don't want to knock
18-year-olds. But from'a personal,
point of view, I won't have to ;
worry about the obnoxious ones
yelling at my bartenders and pinching my waitresses," Hannah
said.
For Dukes Grill at JMU, the
proposal could change more than
just atmosphere.
Joe Erickson, Dukes' manager,
forsees possible changes in
Dukes' beer policies. Although no
decisions have been made,
Erickson thinks Dukes might "get
out of the beer business" or
change to selling only packaged^
beer.
Larry Wood, manager of JM's
Pub and Deli, would not comment. JM's owner Bob Arnold
was not available for comment
Saturday or Sunday.
*

*l won't have to worry about the obnoxious ones ... pinching my waitresses.'
Jo's Restaurant Manager
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Visit Our Record & Tape Dept
Check Our Everyday Low Prices
Plus Headquarters for
TDK and Maxell Tapes ,

proudly presents

WED. & THURS.: "COYOTE"
Also Wed.: Happy Hour - 7 p.m.-2 a.m.
Also Thurs.: Ladies Night
FRI & SAT: "FIRST OFFENSE"
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Technics
Try Our Subs & Sandwiches
434-9233

29 South Liberty St.

One Block From Court Square
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"WOSL CLEARANCE
Mountain Parkas $64.99 (reg. $85.99)
Thinsulate Jackets $45.99 (reg. $65.99)
Men's Flannel Shirts $15.00 (reg. $22.99)
Ladies Flannel, Cord Shirts $13.00 (reg. $26.50)

Freeport$259*
Nassau $299*

(212)355-4705
Includes:
• Round trip airfare (N.Y.)\
• 7 nights accommodation
• Parties
• Sports
• Activities
More!

ASUALS

OUNTRY C

NEXT TO A&P
HOURS: 9:30-6:00
FRI DA Y UN TIL 9

□ MAR 06-MAR 13 n MAR 27 APR 03
U MAR 13-MAR 20 G APR 03 APR 10
D MAR 20-MAR 27 G APR 10APR 17

tflMOUOMSMC
501 Madison Avenue
New York. N Y 10022
(212)355-4705 (800)223-0694

□ I'm Ready to Party!
I've enclosed my $50
deposit and have checked
my week.
□ Almost ready. Send
more info.
•Add $40 from DC, Hartlo
Philadelphia, Boston
"Plus 15% lax and service %

Name
Address

^

City
Zip

State
.

Phone

Departure City

Theta Chi

Get personal!

Presents

u

Tell someone special something special with
a personal ad in The Breeze. It's the perfect
way to get your message across. Just write
out your message, put it in an envelope with
$1 for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20 words, and
so on. Then just mail it to The Breeze,
Communication Arts department, or drop
it by our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall. It's easy, it's fun, and who
knows? Someone just might get personal
right back!
■
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Happy Hour Prices All Night
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JMU critic Fussell
cancels appearance
By GWEN FARISS
Dr. Paul Fussell, who agreed to speak at JMU after criticizing it in a
national magazine, later decided to cancel his appearance here.
Fussell, ah English professor at Rutgers University in New Jersey,
was scheduled to speak in March as part of the Visiting Scholars
series.
But in a letter to Dr. Catherine Boyd, the history, teacher who arranged his visit, Fussell wrote, "In view of 'the circumstances,' my appearance there (at JMU) would resemble a stunt rather than an intelfccfuaKevent."
Fussell criticized JMU in the Oct. 4, 1982 issue of The New
Republic, calling it a "modest teacher-training outfit (which}'
specializes in elementary education/' He also, described average SAT
scores as "dismal
<e figures he used were from 1973.
The figures then were used in The Washington Post by columnist
Jonathan Yardley to criticize JMU's university
University officials responded by sending letters to the writers, The
New Republic and The Washington Post. Boyd said she also wro»? to
Fussell about the errors.
After Fussell changed his mind about visiting, Boyd said she was
"disappointed. I wanted to meet him. I wanted to hear him. My first
reaction was 'oh no.'
"1 don't think it was a cop-out. It was a really impossible
situation," Boyd said.
"He (Fussell) was probably right." ,
Fussell wanted his visit to be a'scholarly occasion and not an speech
about the university's status, Boyd said.
. Boyd said the Visiting Scholars Committee thought of getting
Fussell to speak here after he criticized the university.
In October, when Boyd was trying to get Fussell to visit, she said, "I
think it would be intriguing. It would be an unusual situation. We're
his idea of the pits." She said if Fussell came to JMU, "I think we'll
have to promise not to throw tomatoes."
When Fussell initially accepted the invitation, Boyd said, "He
thought it was a joke." She quoted him as saying, "You guys are really good sports."
Now, Boyd says she still would like Fussell to visit. She said a visit
could be arranged again in "two to three years."

Quality Food & Warm Atmosphere
Lunch, Dinner & Night Snacks

VTl'^UA^-J

COLLEGE NIGHT
Tumsdtys

10'k ott on piiu
a p.m. until 11

Rasarv* now tor Spring
Formal* & Vtlanlln*'* W..K
"Flnrald* blning"

In our dining room
Mon.- Sal. 5:30-9:30

Show ID.

885-3111
41 N Augusta Street

Staunton, Va.
(1 block west of Mary Baldwin College)
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CORSAGES, BOUTONNIERES,
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Student suffers minor burns
in Eagle Hall mattress fire
By SANDY STONE
A student suffered minor burns
after her mattress caught fire in an
Eagle Hall room about 5:30 a.m.
Sunday, according to a campus
police spokesman.
Julie Vaughan was sleeping in her
room, 419, when the mattress caught
Fire, the spokesman said.
The fire was caused by a burning
cigarette in an ashtray that overturned on the mattress, the spokesman
said.
Another woman was sleeping on
the floor and was awakened by the
smoke.
The woman ran to get fourthfloor resident adviser Susan Deck.
They went back to the room,

discovered Vaughan in bed, and carried her out, the spokesman said.
The fire alarm was pulled and
campus police officers were called.
Eagle Hall, which houses 447
students, was evacuated.
Campus , police, using dry
chemical extinguishers, brought the
fire under control six minutes after
the call, the spokesman said.
The fire department arrived soon
after and used fans to clear the
building of smoke, the spokesman
said.
Vaughan was treated at the Health
Center for minor burns on her side.
Vaughan was unavailable for
comment.

Man found guilty of sexual
battery of JMU freshman
By SANDY STONE
A Mount Crawford man was
found guilty Thursday of the sexual
battery of a JMU student.
Terrell Wayne Nelson, 22, of
Route 1 also was found guilty of petty larceny.
Nelson will be sentenced March
14.
District Court Judge John Paul
also sent a charge of breaking and
entering into the woman's Howard
Johnson's room Sept. 12 to a grand
jury.
Freshman Gina Progar testified
Thursday in Rockingham County
District Court that she was asleep in
the" university-leased motel room
when Nelson entered about 2 a.m.
Sept. 12.
Here is a summary of the
testimony, as reported in the Daily
News-Record:
Nelson "tried to gag me with a
bandana he got out of a drawer,"
then asked where she kept her
money, Progar testified.
When she said she had no money,
Nelson said he wasn't going to leave
until he was sexually satisfied, Progar testified.
Her ordered her to take off her
clothes, took off his pants and sex-

ually relieved himself while standing
over her, she testified.
Before leaving through % sliding
glass door. Nelson warned her not to
go to police, Progar testified.
She added that she later noticed
about $40 was missing.
Rockingham Sheriffs Department investigator Carter Richie
testified that Nelson said he had
been drinking the night of the incident.
Nelson also had been arrested in
connection with an indecent exposure in the Valley Mall parking
lot. He was out of jail on bond when
the assault of Progar occurred.
Rockingham County Sheriff
Glenn Weatherholtz previously said
Nelson was believed to be the same
man who was spotted masturbating
at least three times in area parking
lots the week before the incident.
Nelson was sentenced to IS days in
jail Thursday for the indecent exposure charge that occurred three
days before the break-in at Progar's
room.
Nelson was arrested Sept. 12 at
Aunt Emma's, a restaurant on 1560
S. Main St. where he was employed,
on charges of sexual assault, petty
larceny and breaking and entering.

"COMMUTER
SHOOTER
NIGHT

)>

every Wednesday at the
BELLE MEADE LOUNGE
8:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
■W

2 for 1 all night long
Special Shooter Hour from 9-10
Come by the CSC office to pick up a commuter I.D. &
get further information
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newsfile
Copy-making
tool missing
from WCC
An audiiron missing from the
Warren Campus Center since just
before Christmas "was most likely
stolen," said Don Blume, vending
and concessions manager.
The auditron is a small, metal,
box-like device two inches in length
and three inches wide. It is inserted
into a flap door on the copy machine
so multiple copies can be made
without using coins.
"At the time (of the disappearance) it was being used by staff
personnel," Blume said.
The report was turned to campus
police about a week before
Christmas break, he said.
A -campus police spokesman
would not comment except to say
that the case
is open.
Blume said he thought the
auditron was taken "for personal
use." He would not say if he thought
the auditron has been used since its
disappearance.
The auditron could be obtained
from the WCC information desk. It
is most often used by campus clubs
and organizations. The clubs and
organizations later are charged a fee
for use of the auditron.
Replacing the auditron now is
"under consideration," Blume said.
— Gwen Fariss

Public health
program approved
The public health education concentration has become the second
program in the nation to receive accreditation from the Society for
Public Health Education. '
The California-based professional
society has given approval to only
one other program — at East
Carolina University — out of more
than 70 programs nationwide.
The concentration was accredited
after a three-day visit in September
by a SOPHE team.
The team reviewed a self-study
document produced by the JMU
health science staff and conducted
interviews with faculty, program
majors, administrators, graduates,
and employers of graduates.
Following the review, the team
reported JMU's program "meets
and in some- instances exceeds"
SOPHE criteria.
The SOPHE team was particularly
pleased with the program's field service experience, curriculum offerings, number of graduates now
working in public health education
fields, and comments pf present
students, said Dr. Thomas Hur.t,
professor of physical and health

education and coordinator of the
health education concentration here.
The accreditation is "an important event" for the program and
JMU, Hurt said.
SOPHE accreditation also might
help graduates find jobs, Hurt said.
This year about 50 students are
public health education majors.
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of these advertised items is required to be readily available lor
.. at or below the advertised price in each A*P Slore. except as
specVfically notedin this ad
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Hamsonburg paid
JMU $2.5 million
Harrisonburg paid JMU $2.5
million toward the construction of
the Convocation Center rather than
buying or leasing the JMU-owned
land the city steam plant is on.
The city's trash-burning steam
plant was completed in the fall on a
three and one-half acre lot on the
east side of Interstate 81 near the
Convocation Center.
JMU buys steam from the city
plant for 10 percent less than it
would pajQ°_ produce the steam
itself.
Jim Auckland, JMU's plant
engineer, has said the city probably
will provide 40 percent of the power
JMU needs during the winter.
The steam plant has heated all of
the Convocation Center since
December. The heat not used there is
sent to JMU's power plant and is added to what the school produces
there.
_ Lisa jenmngs

Financial aid
hotline open
A telephone hotline to provide information about student financial
will be open tonight.
The hotline, part of Virginia's
1983 Financial Aid Awareness Campaign, will be available 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. Monday. The telephone
number is 433-6644.
Financial aid professionals will be
available over the hotline to answer
questions and advise students, said
Sherrye Ward, associate director of
financial aid and Shenandoah Valley
campaign coordinator.
The Financial Aid Awareness
Campaign is sponsored by the
Virginia Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators.

JMU theater ensemble
to dance In Richmond
The Contemporary Ensemble of
the JMU Dance Theater will perform Saturday in Richmond.
The ensemble will perform in the
Dance Invitational, a scholarship
fund-raiser for St. Catherine's
School in Richmond. The program
will be held at the Empire Theater
and will include modern dance and
ballet performances by nine companies and independent dancerchoreographers.

On all manufacturer's cents-off coupons valued up to S1.00
(except items excluded by law) See Stores for details.

Old Milwaukee
Beer Reg.or Light - 612 oz. cans

$1.79

Coca Cola —
Tab or Sprite
816 oz. bottles

$1.39 plus deposit

Bananas

29$ lb.

Red or Golden Delicious
Western Apples 2 lbs. / $1
Ann Page
POtatO ChipS 8oz package

Ann Page .
Ice Cream i/2gaiion

99$

—
$1.79

White
Bread 22oz loaf

A&P Meat or
Beef Franks....!..
Ann Page
Sliced Bacon
A&P
Bologna

2/$1.09

$1.19 lb.
$1.79
$1.39 lb.
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Members Styled Jackets
For Men In
Leather & Cotton Blend

Teacher-coordinators
get individualized help

All Danskln Leotards
25% Off

By TAMMY SCARTON

Select Group Of Men's Shirts

1/2 OFF
Including

Levi's, Wrangler and Campus
Flannels, Corduroys and Plaids

Select Group Of Women's
Skirts & Coordinates
1/2 PRICE
Including Calvin Klein, Levi's,
Gunne Sax and Minis
New Spring Arrivals
Mini Skirts & Tops
Bathing Suits & Shorts
Spring Sweaters
Spring Dresses & Formals
LAY AWAY NOW!

f

Tkc BeAj Stop
The Purple Building on Court Square
Open Daily 10-5:30 Sat. 10-5
Open Friday Nights Until 9:00

MISTAKES

Because of low enrollment, the
marketing and distributive education
department provides individualized
attention, said Dr. C.B. Dix, department head.
"We have excellent instructional
people that can give individual
help," Dix said. "With the small
department, you get to know each
other."
But "We're just not visible
enough. Not many people know
what we can do and what we are doing," he said.
A major in marketing and
distributive education prepares
students for careers in education,
business and industry, Dix said.
About 35 to 40 students are enrolled in the program each year. Between eight and 12 of these students
graduate each year with a bachelor
of science degree.
"We train them (students) to be
12-month teacher-coordinators.
They usually teach three periods in
the morning and then work in the
afternoon," Dix said.
A teacher-coordinator's work includes administrative, teaching,
coordination, guidance and public
relations duties.
A teacher-coordinator must be an
extrovert, he said. "You have to like
working with people. There's a lot of

MATH & SCIENCE
MAJORS
the Air force will pay to
make fee • research
and development
engineer.

Everyone makes mistakes now and then.
In a newspaper, it could be a misspelled
name, a misheard quote, or a fact that's
fiction. Maybe a story bordered on bad taste,
was overplayed, or was not covered at all.
Sometimes the newspaper prints a
correction.
J
'. ,

public relations involved."
The marketing and distributive
education program has two major
goals, Dix said.
The First is to train undergraduate
students to be marketing and
distributive education coordinators
in public schools.
The second is to help public school
teachers to meet federal and state requirements.
Since the department's initiation,
100 percent of the graduates have
found jobs in their fields.
About 60 percent of the students
teach and 40 percent enter the
business sector, he said.
Because public school teachers'
salaries are low, many graduates are
entering industry, Dix said.
The marketing and distributive
education program originally was
called distributive education, Dix
said. "I wish we were just called
marketing education now. That
would be much easier to
understand."
—j
The distributive education program started at JMU in 1974 with six
students. Dix has been the department head from the start.
JMU was the fourth university in
Virginia to have a DE program, Dix
said. Virginia Tech, Virginia Commonwealth University and Old
Dominion University offered the
program before JMU did.
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Sometimes a mistake passes unnoticed.
• If you see something in The Breeze that
warrants correction, or.if you have a
question about coverage policy, call Chris
Kouba, editor, at (433)-6127.
Or write him at The Breeze, JMU,
Harrisonburg VA 22807.

The Breeze listens.
Because nobody's perfect.

"v

AS AN.AIR FORCE OFFICER AT FULL SALARY YOU WILL
SPEND 18 MONTHS AT THE AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY EARNING AN ENGINEERING DEGREE.
Contact Sergeant Ed Workman
Call Collect 885-4284

AIR FORCE

-s-t

U.P.B.
PRESENTS

SPRING BREAK

IN

FT. LAUDERDALE
TRIP INCLUDES

MARCH 4-13, 1983
Arrangements by
ECHO TRA VEL, INC.
MCI5257IF
JMV

• Round trip motor coach transportation via modem highway
coaches to Ft. Lauderdale, Florida leaving Friday, March 4.

FOUR PER ROOM

$244 with transportation

$165 without
transportation

• Seven nights accommodations at the exciting Holiday Inn-Fort
Lauderdale Beach (effective 1 / 83) formerly the beautiful
Harley Sunrise Inn. Located right on the beach at 999 North
Atlantic Ave., it is one of the most demanded hotels on the strip
at that time.
f»
• A truly great schedule of activities including our famous pool
deck parties.
%
• Optional excursions available to various attractions.
• Bar and restaurant discounts.
• The services of full time travel representatives.
• All taxes and gratuities.

A QUALITY TRIP - A LOW PRICE - A GREA T TIME
The Holiday Inn-Fort Lauderdale Beach (effective 1 / 83) is located right
on the oceanfront on Atlantic Avenue, the world famous Ft. Lauderdale
strip. It is a large deluxe hotel with 242 guest rooms, two bars, an excellent
restaurant, a pool, and a great stretch of beach. All rooms are air conditioned, oceanview, and have color TV and refrigerators. Located close to
some of Ft. Lauderdale's best night spots, it is truly a class place to stay.
The motor coaches we use are nothing but the highest quality highway
coaches. Do not blow it and go on a lower quality trip.

SIGN UP NOW AT THE
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
11 AM-4 PM - MON.-FRI.
OR CALL 433-6217

PAYMENT DUE FEB. 4
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The Space Sharke: (left to right) John (J.T.) Thisdell, Joy Schloee, Tom Cocozza (former drummer), Mark Helms (with pick) and Steve Hobbs.
Not pictured: Andy Perrlne (new drummer). (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

The Space Sharks
They're serious (about performances)
v.

By JIM DENERY
It's hard to take the Space Sharks
seriously during an interview.
Andy Perrine, the band's new
drummer, talks about how he gives
money away to the crowd between
sets.
Or they talk about how Joy
Schloss, the band's keyboard player,
should do a gymnastics routine during the show.
Or when they talk about role
models, they include Gandhi,
Johnny Mathis, Slim Whitman and
Batman.
Then they discuss the problems
they've been having with a Percy
Faith set.
But the Space Sharks are much
more serious about their music now
than when the band was originally
formed in the fall of 1981.
"I think we sounded last year like
a lot of the other campus bands
sound like now," said Mark Helms,

the group's lftrdSMget:'"

"We just want to get a more
choose from among the 40 they
sophisticated, polished sound," he
usually play in a night.
The band has made some other big
added.
Polish could be tough with all the
changes since last year.
"Last year it was more of a rocky,
changes the band has gone through.
The Space Sharks added Schloss
kind of fraternity house sound,"
to the group last fall, and former
said Steve Hobbs, the band's
guitarist.
drummer Tom Cocozza just recently
left the group, making it necessary to
Helms adds, "It was just harder
edged."
add Perrine.
"Tom didn't want to quit,"
Hobbs adds, "The whole sound is
cleaner (now)."
Helms said. "It was a hard decision
The group has increased it's
for him to make.
"He worked with Andy really well
musical range.
"We've added a lot more new
in getting him ready."
wave," Hobbs said. New wave now
It took a lot of work to get Perrine
makes Trp~abeut half of the band's
ready, though.
"Over Christmas break we workrepertoire.
ed in Andy," Helms said. "So when
The addition of Schloss and her
we came back to school we were
keyboards has also helped increase
ready to play. Not only did he pick
the band's range.
up on all the other songs that we did
"The keyboards enable us to do a
lot more this year," Hobbs said.
before but we also worked him in on
- Helms added, "The keyboards
about 10 new songs."
Including the 10 new songs, the
can always provide a wall of sound
' Space' 'SnarkY "Have ' about" 70' Yo ' behind trie music.'1

Attitude has been a big change for
the group, most notably Helm's
stage persona has been modified
some.
He doesn't spit on the crowd as
much as he used to do.
"I'm a lot nicer," Helms said.
"Last year I did some things that
weren't very nice.
"I went into a frat house (AXP)
last year and broke a couple of ceiling tiles in this place. That's because
everybody told me to, so I thought it
was OK, so I smashed about five of
them."
AXP recently forgave Helms of
his misbehavior by offering the band
another opportunity to play at the
house.
But some of Helm's other habits
have met some resistance, especially
from women.
"We were playing at JM's and we
See SHARKS, page 10
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Sharks
(Continued from page 9)

do this song called Wild Thing and
in the middle of it we do this long extended version where the band gets
real low and I start saying pretty
crude things about girls and women
in general.
"To me it's nothing, I mean, I
don't see anything wrong with it.
You got to look at rock 'n' roll, I
mean, look at all the songs, ninetenths of them are about women,
and how the woman treats the guy
and how they're going to get them
back or go get this other girl.
"Therefore, it's natural to act like
that."
While at JM's, at least one woman
disagreed; she called him an
"asshole," according to Perrine.
But Helms defends himself by saying, "If you're going to be there, if
you're going to be participating in it,
then you're going to have to
recognize some of the parts of it. I
think those are essential parts about
it."
"If you sing about girls, you can
talk about them too."

Winterfest
termed a
success
By CHARLES TAYLOR
With temperatures irNhe 50s this
weekend, it seems the effects of the
University Program Board's
Jamaica Break 1983 have left their
mark at JMU.
"I'd call it successful," said Jerry
Weaver, associate director of student activities. "It's hard to tell if
numbers of people are up from last
year, but from the looks of traffic,
I'd say they are."
The Warren Campus Center was
decorated with a huge backdrop
which covered the entire sitting area.
Another canvas backdrop hung near
the front entrance. These backdrops
were rented from a theatrical supply
company, according to Weaver.
And judging from the number of
bright yellow cups toted across campus last week, it seems students enjoyed the feignec rays of sunshine
that Winterfest cast upon than.
Cups were sold as the ticket to the
many events held along the boardwalk Thursday and Friday.
Among these, tne tatoo woman
was probably the most popular. "I
don't think there was a minute that
she didn't have someone sitting
beside her applying a tatoo of one
sort or another," Weaver said.
As to next year's Winterfest,
Weaver said it's a little too early to
start planning. "A tremendous
amount of effort goes into this
event. It takes so many people to put
it together. But our feeling is, when
you have the number of students
participate'in it that did, it's a worthwhile effort. I anticipate we'll do it
again next year.

Helms continues, "If they talk
back, it's their problem, it's not going to stop me from doing it."
The Space Sharks are much more
serious about their music, and for
that reason they practice constantly.
Bassist John (J.T.) Thisdell says
the band practices "about eight
nights a week."
Helms says he likes to practice
whenever the band isn't playing a
show. That's usually three or four
nights a week for about three or four
hours at a time.
But practice has, at times, ended
unexpectedly.
"We have a lot of trouble with the
police coming," Perrine said.
The Space Sharks have gotten

three tickets for noise violation since
September.
**
"Every time we did get a violation,
we were playing really well," Helms
said.
During one party, the band had to
speed up the song just to finish it
before the police came.
Helms says that volume isn't that
crucial to the group's performance.
"We got enough technique that
we can play soft."
But practice they will, because the
Space Sharks always try to do
something different with a song.
"There is not one song that we
do," Helms says, "I think, that even
if it is off the record, or if some
other artist does, that we don't do

something different about it. Just to
keep the boredom away."
Helms thinks the practice is worth
it.
"It pays off when we play,
because we really work hard when
we practice and we really try to feel
out what people want to hear from
us."
He then
"We have
play, but
seriousness

sums it up by saying,
a good time when we
I think there's a deep
underlying it."

The Space Sharks next performance will be at JM'e Pub and
Deli Wedneeday.

Huge Name Brand Inventory - Must Go!
1 Day Only • Cash Only • No Checks
SPORTING GOODS ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

LIQUIDATION
BUY-OUTS • CLOSE-OUTS
BANKRUPT STOCK

HERE ARt JUST A FEW OF THE NAME BRANDS OF MERCHANDISE THAT MUST BE SOLD DURING THIS FINAL SALE!

™MfSU-

odidas ^ UJi&on

m^,

BOAST

SPALDING • PUMA
WILSON • CONVERSE

£con«eR§ PTO1

pumn **"- POW^^*
DELUXE HEAVYWEIGHT

TUBE SOCKS
Values From $1.00-$2.00

T-SHIRTS

N0W
99$
ONLY
AND UP!

Reg.$5 & $6 value
Now Only

$1.99

Assorted Colors
Styles • Name Brands
Colleges • Etc.

IZOD SPORT SOCKS

or 3 for $5.00

Now $1.49 pr.

n

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
Over 1.000 Pairs ol Athletic Footwear Mutt Go!
TENNIS • RACOUETBALL • BASKETBALL • JOQG
ING • SOFTBALL • SOCCER • ETC.

VALUES FROM
$28.00 TO $48.00

Q

12 Brand Name Manufacturers!
Now Only $12.99 And UP!

SWEATSHIRTS
SWEATPANTS

Values to $14.00

NOW $4.99 AND UP!
Famous Name Brand

WARM-UPS

VALUES FROM $26.00 TO $105.00

NOW ONLY

$14.99 AND UP! J

HUNDREDS OF ITEMS AT COST & BELOW'
Deluxe Heavyweight
Fleece-lined

adidas

HOODS

Warm-Up Jackets

Assorted Colors
Name Brands
Colleges

With Zippered Front
And Hood

NOW $8.99

Rag. $30.00
Now Only $16.99

«^i
RUNNING
_ WEAR

JL.

Tops
Shorts • Single Ts
Value to $16.00
Now Only $5.99
And Up

WILSON
Can of 2 >
Red Racquetballs
Reg.$3.50 / can
NOW $1.49
or 3 cans for $4.00

HOWARD JOHNSON • PORT RD. AND 1-81
HARRISON BURG, VIRGINIA
THURSDAY • FEBRUARY 3rd • 10 A.M - 6 P M

s
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is accepting applications for new staff members. The following
positions are available:
.

• News editor
• Assistant news editor
• Reporters

• Photography editor
• Photographers
• Art editor
• Artists

• Editorial editor
• Editorial assistant
• Columnists

• Paste-up personnel
• Ads design manager
• Ads designers

• Features editor
• Assistant features editor
• Writers

• Ad salespeople
• Subscription manager

• Wire editor
• Driver
• Production manager
• Assistant production managers

• Typists

• Editorial secretary
• Librarian

• Copy editors

• Sports editor
• Assistant sports editor
• Writers

• Business secretary

»

Positions will be in effect from
mid-March 1983 to mid-March
1984.
Application deadline is Friday,
Feb. 11 at 5 p.m.
Applications should be sent to
The Breeze, c/o Chris Kouba
(until the new editor is chosen),
communication arts department, Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Applications should include a
resume and/or cover letter.
Writing samples are welcomed.
^\

m^m^amam; upont
ui early foul
.y a tightly-packed
finished with nine

Now every Wednesday is

College Night
At

The Gandy Dancer
Under The Train Station

Friday & Saturday
99c Breakfast Special:
2 eggs any way, toast
and all the coffee you can drink.
Sold until 4:00 a.m.
Located across 81 from JMU main entrance

loss to William and Mary

ly STEVE LOCK A RD
He scored a career-high 21 ooints, had
ive assists and three steals, but the botom line for JMU's Derek Steele was that
lis team lost.
"I try my best to do the things I have to
10 and we still lose," Steele said following
he Dukes' 72-65 loss to William and
Vlary. "It dosen't help any to play a good
$ame and lose."
And Steele did play a good game,
perhaps his best ever in a JMU uniform.
Scoring 17 points in the second half, he
ied a JMU comeback that brought the
Dukes from 12 points down midway
through the second half to within one,
65-64, with 55 seconds remaining.
During the comeback, Steele played
flawlessly. He scored 15 points in the final
11 minutes, mostly on long-range
jumpers.
With J:16 left in the contest, Steele
stole the ball from William and Mary's
*^th Cieplicki and drove the length of
floor for a layup. He was fouled on
'ay and his three-point play brought
* v to within four, 54-50.
game, Steele was nine of 14
A and three for three from the
l^ad two offensive rebounds
434-0505
-erted into four points. Not
*n-9(so they say) guy.

Wednesday, February 2
"COOL RAYS"
$1.50 cover with JMU I.D./
cover without JMU I.D.
Wednesday, February 9
Rock 'n' Roll with
"First Offense"

Lou Campanelli argues with referee Willie
Brown in Saturday's lost to William and
Mary. (Photo by Qreg Fletcher)

He finished the contest with just one
turnover, but that one came with less than
40 seconds to play and with JMU trailing
68-65. It just goes to prove that nobody's
perfect.
Following the game, Steele ansewered
questions outside the JMU lockeroom.
He refused to take too much praise for his
performance, sharing the credit with his
teammates and more importantly, with
his faith in God.
"I had a couple of lucky bounces and
the ball came back to me," Steele said. "I
was trying to put it in the hoop because we
needed the ball to go through.
'Tve put everything I've done into the
hands of God because I prayed about the
game and I pray about the things I have to
accomplish.
"I try to play for the man upstairs. It's
just like if I do the things that I have to
for him, he's gonna help me out in situations where I'm really gonna need him."
One of Steele's goals this season has
been to become a more consistent performer ar - says that is something that
is not r
•>.
"You
i to work hard at that,"
Steele saiu. "I think you have to work
hard at that in all areas of life. I think I'm
accomplishing that and I guess it's showing in the basketball games."

)

Spring Semester Programs
Counseling and
Student Development Center
200 Alumnae Hall - 6552

Command Performance

Ann Brooks would like to invite her old custrfmeVs to visit
her at Command Performance. •

No Appointment
Necessary

-Women's Group
-Alternative Lifestyles Group
-Eating and Self Image Group
-Self-Hypnosis Seminar
-Study Skills and Learning Assessment
-Graduate Student Support Group
-Freshman Women's Group
-Walk in time ( 3-5 p.m. Mon.- Thurs., No Appointment)

Valley Mall
433-1120

Try Shoneys New
Spaghetti Dinner
$
3.99
By CHARLES TAYLOR
With temperatures in the 50s this
weekend, it seems the effects of the
University Program Board's
Jamaica Break 1983 have left their
mark at JMLJ.
"I'd call it successful," said Jerry
Weaver, associate director of student activities. "It's hard to tell if
numbers of people are up from last
year, but from the looks of traffic,
I'd say they are."
The Warren Campus Center was
decorated with a huge backdrop
which covered the entire sitting area.
Another canvas backdrop hung near
the front entrance. These backdrops
were rented from a theatrical supply
company, according to Weaver.
And judging from the number of
bright yellow cups toted across campus last week, it seems students enjoyed the feignec rays of sunshine
that Winterfest cast upon them.
Cups were sold as the ticket to the
many events held along the boardwalk Thursday and Friday.
Among these, tne tatoo woman
was probably the most popular. "I
don't think there was a minute that
she didn't have someone sitting
beside her applying a tatoo of one
sort or another," Weaver said.
As to next year's Winterfest,
Weaver said it's a little too early to
start planning. "A tremendous
amount of effort goes into this
event. It takes so many people to put
it together. But our feeling is, when
you have the numberW students
participate in it that did, it's a worthwhile effort. I anticipate we'll do it
again next year.

Tafc Attraction*
THE LARGEST PRODUCE* Of LIVE SHOWS
FOR THEME PARKS

KINGS ISLAND
KINGS DOMINION
CAROWINDS
C,CANADA'S WONDERLAND,-

ta

Kings Dominion
Mason-Dixon Music Hall
Sunday, February 6; 2:00-5:00 PM

SPALOINQ • PUMA
WILSON • CONVERSE

jfe* James Madison University
Lattimer Shaffer Building Theatre
Room DM 103
Thursday, February 1C; 2:00-5:00 PM

T-SHIRT
'Reg.$5 & $6 value

V

Now Only

$1.99

Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalists • Technicians
\L\J>
Variety Performers • $180-2507week

or 3 for $5.00

Mrip air (are will be paid to h.red performers traveling, over 260 miles lo the park
act Entertainment Dept.. Kings Dominion. Box 166. Doswell, VA 23047

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAF!
Over 1,000 Palra of Athlatlc Footwaar Mud .
TENN,S
Ti A,,rac ons E

SSffiiSSKt'"' " " —'

VALUES FROM
$28.00 TO $48.00

12 Brand Name Manufacture!
Now Only $12.99 And UP.

HUNDREDS OF ITE
Deluxe Heavyweight
Fleece-lined

adidos

HOODS

Warm-Up Jacke

Assorted Colors
Name Brands
Colleges

With Zippered F
And Hood

SALE

NOW $8.99

Sweaters
Gloves
Hats
Ski Poles

HOWARD JO5
Savings
THURSDAY Save Ski
HA?%

Valley Mali
Harrisonburg
434-4757
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Campanelli cries foul as
Indians beat JMU 72-65
By DANNV FINNEGAN
WILLIAMSBURG — Saturday afternoon's 72-65
loss to the College of William and Mary had JMU
basketball coach Lou Campanelli crying foul.
Campanelli was upset at the officiating in the
ECAC South game. JMU was whistled for 27 personal fouls, William and Mary 15. William and
Mary shot 39 free throws, JMU 17.
And it was at the free throw line where the Indians won this one. William and Mary made 30 of
its 39 atteempts, including 19 of 23 in the game's
final 10 minutes enabling the Indians to hold off a
late JMU rally.
"Anytime a team shoots 39 free throws — unless
you're playing the school for the blind — you're
gonna have a tough time winning. There's no way
you're going to overcome that," Campanelli said
as he tried to control his anger after the game.
"Any team that shoots 39 free throws at home is
going to*t>e in a very advantageous position. I'd
like to evaluate the films first and see why there
was such a wide discrepancy." William and Mary coach Bruce Parkhill explanation of the foul situation was, "They just ran.
a real aggressive defense and that's what put us on
the line."
William and Mary is now 11-4 and 4-0 in the
ECAC South. JMU is 10-7 and 2-2.
Sophomore guard Keith Cieplicki made 11 of 12
from the line and was five of seven from the field
to lead William and Mary with 21 points.

Cieplicki's backcourt partner, Tony Traver,
made six of seven free throw attempts and was six
of seven from the field for a total of 18 points. Five
of Traver's baskets were from outside of 18 feet.
It was the play of Cieplicki and Traver that gave
William and Mary a 26-25 halftime lead as each
scored eight points in the first 20 minutes.
When the Dukes went cold in the beginning of
the second half, Cieplicki, center Brant Weidner
and.forward Gary Richardson each scored four
points to lead a 15-3 spurt which gave William and
Mary a 45-33 lead with 11 minutes remaining.
JMU rallied behind the play of guards Derek
Steele and Charles Fisher and center Dan Ruland.
Ruland and Fisher each had four points and Steele
had nine as JMU cut the lead to four, 54-50, with
5:16 remaining.
Two free throws by Cieplicki and a three-point
play by Mike Strayhom gave the Indians a 59-50
lead but JMU had another comeback left.
Steele, scored six points as JMU outscored the
Indians 14-6 and cut the lead to 65-64 on two free
throws by Fisher.
But that was as close as the Dukes came as
William and Mary continued to make free throws
down the stretch.
Steele led JMU with 21 points and Dave Dupont
and Fisher each had 10. Ruland got in early foul
trouble and was closely marked by a tightly-packed
William and Mary zone. He finished with nine
points and seven rebounds.

1

Lou Campanelli argues with referee Willie
Brown in Saturday's loss to William and
Mary. (Photo by Qreg Fletcher)

Steele shines in Dukes' loss to William and Mary

Derek Steele scored a career-high 21 points Saturday.
(Photo by Qreg Fletcher)
'

ly STEVE LOCKARD
He scored a career-high 21 ooints, had
ive assists and three steals, but the botom line for JMU's Derek Steele was that
us team lost.
* "I try my best to do the things I have to
lo and we still lose," Steele said following
he Dukes' 72-65 loss to William and
Vlary. "It dosen't help any to play a good
jame and lose."
And Steele did play a good game,
perhaps his best ever in a JMU uniform*:
Scoring 17 points in the second half, he
led a JMU comeback that brought the
Dukes from 12 points down midway
through the second half to within one,
S5-64, with 55 seconds remaining.
During the comeback, Steele played
flawlessly. He scored 15 points in the final
11 minutes, mostly on long-range
jumpers.
With 5:16 left in the contest, Steele
stole the ball from William and Mary's
Keith Cieplicki and drove the length of
the floor for a lay up. He was fouled on
the play and his three-point play brought
the Dukes to within four, 54-50.
For the game, Steele was nine of 14
from the field and three for three from the
line. He also had two offensive rebounds
which he converted into four points. Not
bad for a 5-foot-9 (so they say) guy.

He finished the contest with just one
turnover, but that one came with less than
40 seconds to play and with JMU trailing
68-65. It just goes to prove that nobody's
perfect.
Following the game, Steele ansewered
questions outside the JMU lockeroom.
He refused to take too much praise for his
performance, sharing the credit with his
teammates and more importantly, with
his faith in God.
"I had a couple of lucky bounces and
*he ball came back to me," Steele said. "I
was trying to put it in the hoop because we
needed the ball to go through.
'Tve put everything I've done into the
hands of God because I prayed about the
game and I pray about the things I have to
accomplish.
"I try to play for the man upstairs. It's
just like if I do the things that I have to
for him, he's gonna help me out in situations where I'm really gonna need him."
One of Sieelc's goals this season has
been to become a more consistent performer ar
• says that is something that
is not r
j.
"You
j to work hard at that,"
Steele saiu. "I think you have to work
hard at that in all areas of life. I think I'm
accomplishing that and I guess it's showing in the basketball games."
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Corbin, Gentile win state tittes

Wrestlers place fourth in state tourney
By TIM DANCY
As the Virginia State Wrestling
Championships came to a close here
Saturday afternoon, Old Dominion
University came from behind to edge
the University of Virginia and win its
fourth state title.
The JMU wrestling team finished
a disappointing fourth, placing
behind the Monarchs, the Cavaliers
and Virginia Tech.
But two JMU wrestlers, freshman
Tony Gentile and senior Dan Corbin, brought a small Godwin Hall
crowd to its feet as each wrestler
completely overwhelmed his competition in winning individual titles
at 142 and 177 pounds, respectively.

Corbin, a senior co-captain, handily won his fourth Virginia State title, the only wrestler to ever accomplish this feat. His title bout at
177 pounds was never in question, as
he pounded on UVA's Chris
Musmanno, 11-1.
Corbin built a 7-0 lead in the first
period and then amassed four
minutes in riding time, never letting
Musmanno get into the match.
Gentile scored an incredible 44
points in three matches to improve
his record to 20-5 while giving up only one point — and that point came
on a stalling call.
In his championship match, Gentile faced returning state champion

and regional finalist Chris Taylor of
VPI. Gentile gave a wrestling clinic,
crushing Taylor 19-0.
Capping off Gentile's incredible
performance, the coaches voted him
the Outstanding Wrestler of the
tournament.
He won the award over two AllAmericas, Brad Anderson of ODU
and Jim Pagano of UVA. Both are
ranked in the top ten in the nation in
their respective weight classes. After
the match, Gentile was his usual self
— calm, down-to-earth, and
humorous. Asked if he was tired.
Gentile responded, "I could wrestle
ten more rounds."
"I knew that if I jumped ahead

JMU wrestling coach Dick Besnler shouts encouragement In this weekend's state tournament. (Photo by
Greg Fletcher)

and pounded on him, I could beat
him," Gentile said. "He's one of
those confidence guys. If he got
ahead of me, it would have been
awfully tough to come back."
Usually reserved, Corbin was
ecstatic after his victory, realizing he
had set a record that is unbreakable.
Asked why he is Virginia's only
four-time champion, Corbin
modestly said it was "luck."
"My freshman year, my weight
class wasn't that tough,'-ynoted.
"Tech had a good kid, but he was
out for the tournament (because of
injury). I won by default my junior
year."
Corbin was lucky again this year
as arch rival Doug Dix of William
and Mary, last year's state runner-up
to Corbin, was out with a staff infection. Did that lessen Corbin's championship?
"I didn't think so," he stated. "It
would of been nice to wrestle Dix,
but it's all history now."
Obviously, Corbin underestimates
his accomplishments. This year, he
has won medals in six different tournaments and his record is 24-4-1. He
was the number one seed in this tournament and a heavy favorite to win.
Other performers wrestled well for
the Dukes. Sophomore heavyweight
Dave Stanton lost a 7-5 decision to
eventual champion Frank Nowland
of ODU in the semifinals. But Stanton wrestled back in the consolations, beating John Long from VMI
12-9 for third place.
Winning fourth place for the
Dukes were freshman Mike Harrigan at 126 pounds, senior Bob Carmichael at 134 pounds, junior Gary
Webb at 150 pounds, and freshman
Phil Rice at 190 pounds.
The Dukes wrestle this Saturday at
Princeton, N.J., against Princeton
University, Howard University and
Boston University. Their next home
match is February 11th.

Women swimmers crush Shippensburg St. 96-48
By STEVE JEAVONS
A 'young JMU women's swim
team produced a 96-48 victory over
hapless Shippensburg State College
Saturday in Savage Natatorium.
The Dukes, led by junior Lisa
Laiti and freshman Cricket
Williams, improved their dual meet
record to 3^6.
Laiti, normally a freestyle swimmer, won the 200-yard butterfly as
well as the 500-yard freestyle.
Williams, who broke the school
record in the 200-yard individual
medley last month, won that event
with a time of 2:15.101, 11 seconds
ahead of teammate Marjie Webb.
Williams also captured first place
in the 200-yard backstroke, was second in the 500 freestyle and third
and 200-yard freestyle.
Webb finished first in the
200-yard breastroke and second in
the 50-yard breastroke. Webb usually competes in the freestyle and individual medley.

Freshman Chris Ann Hart wig won
the 1000-yard freestyle and placed
second in the 100-yard freestyle.
Asked why so many swimmers
competed in events other than those
they usually swim, JMU Coach Rose
Ann -Benson answered, "We were
obviously better than Shippensburg
and it gave the girls a chance to swim
in different events for a change."
Benson pointed out that Shippensburg did not even compete in
three events and added, "It's hard to
get psyched up when you know
you're going IO kill the other team."
Another swimmer who won in a
different event was Colleen
Laughlin, who surprised Coach Benson by turning in a time of 1:03.987
in the 100-yard individual medley.
Other winners in the meet were
Karen Zimmerman (50 backstroke),
Anne Mace (200 freestyle), Dawn
Adams (50 freestyle), and Gretchen
Hally (1 meter and 3 meter diving).
Unopposed by Shippensburg in

the diving events, Hally commented,
"It relaxed us a bit. It was like a
practice."

The 400-yard freestyle relay was
won by Laiti, Williams, Hartwig,
and Marlene Meyer.

e
Unidentified JMU diver participates In JMU's win ovsr Shippensburg
Saturday. (Photo by Chris Splvey)

r
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sportsfile
Men's
swimming

Swimmers split
weekend meets
After losing to a powerful Navy
team Friday, the men's swim team
defeated George Washington in the
last event Saturday.
"It was a very, very, very tough
meet," said JMU coach Charles Arnold of the George Washington
meet. "We were lucky to win and I
mean that. GW swam very well and
we didn't."
After winning the first event of the
meet, the Dukes lost the next eight
events. Wins by Carl Klingenburg in
the 3-meter diving and Mike Clark in
the 200-yard breasstroke tied the
score at 53 going into the 400-yard
freestyle relay.
The JMU relay team won the final
event by .24, 3:14.31 to 3:14.55
Arnold stressed that the Dukes
had trouble against Navy beacuse
the pool was 25 meters instead of 25
yards.
Navy 73, JMU 40
(All distances In meters)
400 Medley Relay — Navy (Hamel. Caugh. Etklns, Griffith). 4:01 76
800 Freestyle — Rhome, Navy, 8:33.31
200 Freestyle — Murphy, Navy, 1:58 35
50 Freestyle - Smith. Navy. :24.05

200 Individual Medley — Mile, Navy, 2:13.88
'■Meter Diving — Conley, Navy, 277 20
200 Butterfly - Porter. Navy, 2:15.43
100 Freestyle - O'Leary, JMU. S4:T5
200 Backstroke — Vahle, JMU, 2:18.01
400 Freestyle — Agullar. Navy, 4:10.81
3-Meter Diving — Conley, Navy, 280.60
200 Breastroke — Clark, JMU, 2:28.04
400 Freestyle Relay — JMU (McShane. O'Leary, Burt.
Vahle)

JMU 60, QWU 53
(All distances In yards)
400 Medley Realy - JMU (Vahle, Fredericks, Burdette,
Clark), 3:38.07
1000 Freestyle - Specter, QW, 10:00.30
200 Freestyle — Mannon, QW, 1:45.33
50 Freestyle - Briar, QW, :22.68
200 IM - Mann, QW. 1:58.02
1-Meter Diving — Manderson, GW, 250.45
200 Butterfly — Monlnger, QW, 1:58.74
100 Freestyle — Manno, GW, 48.00
200 Backstroke — Mann, GW, 1:57.55
500 Freestyle — Casazza, JMU, 4:53.31
3-Meter Diving — Klingenburg, JMU, 258.10
200 Breaststroko — Clark, JMU, 2:12.18
400 Freestyle Relay — JMU (McShane. Burt, Burdette,
Casazza), 3:14.31

Fencing

JMU 6&

Fencers win
two of five
The JMU women's fencing team
won two of five matches this
weekend at University Park, Pa.
The Dukes lost to Cornell University, Penn State University and
William Patterson but defeated Indiana University of Pa. and California University of Pa.

JMU 11, Indiana (Pa.)5
Debbie Lung 3-1, Barbara Murphy 3-0, Margaret
Howland 2-2. Beth Kltchln 44, Arlene Davis 0-2

Women's
swimming
JMU 96, Shlppansburg 48
(Top JMU finisher In each event)
1000 Freestyle — Hartwlg, 1st, 11:0008
100 IM -r Loughlln, 1st, 1:03.98
200 Freestyle — Mace. 1st, 2:01.22
50 Backstroke — Zimmerman, 1st. :3089
50 Breaststroke - Webb. 2nd, 34.16
200 Butterfly — Laiti, 1st, 2:18.11
50 Freestyle — Adams, 1st, :26.11
1- and 3-Meter Diving — Hilly. 1st
100 Freestyle — Hartwlg, 2nd, :56 57
200 Backstroke - Williams, 1st, 2:1846
200 Breasstroke - Webb, 1st, 2:40.31
500 Freestyle - Laiti. 1st, 5:21.24
50 Butterfly — Harper, 3rd. -28.85
200 IM — Williams, 1st, 2:15.10
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Cornell 13, JMU 3
Lung 0-4, Murpny 1-3, Howland 0-1, Kilchin 1-3, Davis
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Services
Miscellaneous

atsm^mnasn

Clip this form and put it in an
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2
for 11-20 words, and so on.

Mail the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver it to our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.
Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Monday, peadllne for Monday's paper isifoon Friday.
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by Berke Breathed

Bloom County
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Class If ltd ada In The Brsazs cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words.
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment is needed.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads may me mailed to
The Breeze, communication arts department, James Madison University, Harrisonburg VA 22807. or may be delivered
to The Breeze office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, at Grace and South
Main streets.
Categories Include personals, for sale,
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted,
roommates, lost, and found.

KIltGOffc.fflOM
GVIZAW5.

|

(

classified

^^_ / E

'ffi vllclW
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Help wanted

Yowa. see THERE HOW I
REMANP IHfirm (XHe&tHMT
fWMPE AHOUSe, AVOt-Vft
Ar«ATEPKW»BEPANPA
SWWCWnON ID 'MOTHER J0NE5'
TO EVERY RDOR PERSON ON
£ARTH.

Process mall at home! $30 per hundred!
No experience. Part or full time. Start immediately. Details, send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. Haiku Distributors,
115 Waipalanl Rd., Haiku, HI 96708.
Overseas Jobs — Summe?year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500-61200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free Info. Write IJC, Box 52-VA, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
Men! — Womenl Job* on Shlpsl
American. Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer Job or career. Send $3 for Information. Seafax, Dept. F-17, Box 2049,
Port Angeles. Washington, 98362.

MflYBei5H0UWT
Hrt/EReOUESTEPIHIS
TRANSFER TOTHe
BEACON'S NEW
"PERSONALS*
SECTION...

APVERT15IN& FOR A
MATEfNTHe.OAS5IFI6P6.,
PRETTY WEIRP STOP?
IF vou ASK me.

JUST IMAGINE
WHAT KJNP OF NUT
-mi5 50RrOfTH(N&
ATTRACTS...

mi,i<o, sews

J^L
T0m},l8-22,fUR
,WA6,Ne
- MANHANJUNT3

Services
Abortion — outpatient services, birth
control and options counseling. Strictly
confidential. Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services — a clinic for women.
Conveniently located near 1-61 In
Hagerstown, MD. For information or appointment call collect (301) 733-2400.
Typing Service — 19 years experience.
■90 per page. Mrs. Price. 879-9935.

J

The Generic Collegian

by Chris Whelpley

OK r*» oPbwircH YWc^w^ffVrjuR
SOW NOW iJurx /vc/sr wrtRN' \Ou,
HE'S NOT THE SAME RALPH NDu
REMEMBER.

Unique opportunity lor art students to
participate in summer apprenticeship
program with leading European professionals in rural England while earning six
State University of New York credits.
Details: Art Department, Rockland Community College, 145 College Road, Suffern, New York, 10901.
Pig Roast Barboques. Experienced with
references. Book early. 703-628-6602.

WWT HAPPENED DOC'COCAINE ?
HEROIN?

RALPH?
ENTER CARRIER OF THE
E&G- TWAT SPAVvNED MY
EX'STENCE.COME/'Nb
SIT WITH Me,THE EYE OF
AU. TH«T 5EE5.

SBtiiHWU

Lost
Gold wire bangle bracelet with rope
design. Great sentimental value. Reward
offered. Lost Saturday night on campus.
It found call 4459 or write Box 694.
Black onyx college ring. Initials G.S.H. If
found call Gayle, 433-3315.

For sale
ST. FT?/
MEN!

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland

Affordable, luxurious and fully furnished
townhouse for JMU students. Walk to
campus. 896-1500 or 1-656-2181 and ask
for Rich Church or Dave Porault.
Convenience — Females, buy housing
contract from a student and live on cam
pus. Call Becky, evenings. 433-9104.
Female housing contract for sale. Call
Karen 433-4963 or 434-4807.

Sn'mSoT

18S cm Exce 6nt condi:

"

Surplus jeeps, cars and trucks available
Many sell for under 6200. Call
312-742-1142 ext. 5090 for Information on
how to purchase.
Spring specials: Assortment of 230 golf
balls. Also, new Pro-Keds leather tennis
shoes, size 10. Call Bob 8334984 after 5
p.m.
Psnaeonlc 20 watt stereo system.
AMFM cassette, magnetic cartridge
turntable and two 3-way Thrusters
speakers. $160. 5102.
w^T*?'* *?ttm ,•ck•, *,,h be'*- Naver

«^3928^onrt6qCySlZe7^e■B<>^,0,•

i^^KltT''1^^^
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classified
Travel

For rent
„

Harris Gardent Apartments. Students
welcome. 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms start at
$222 per month. All utilities included. 1
year leases. Hours: 9-5 Mon-Fri. Contact

' \ Bob fllvera, 434-6569.

Faculty, 6 rooms, bath and a half, near
college. 434-6623 or 434-6729.
^
339 W. Bruce — Share house with JMU
students. Private bedroom. Economical
gas heat, cable. $75. Drive by or call
1-832-5244.
Own bedroom In University Court
townhouse — share with 3 otraar girls.
Washer/dryer, pool, bedroom furniture (if
desire). Call collect (703)430-6292
anytime or Harrisonburg 434-4115. $107
plus per month.
Off-campus housing. Low rent and low
utilities. 5 minutes from campus, completely furnished. Call 433-4963 or
434-4807
I
Rooms In Madison Square Townhouse,
iVt blocks, new, furnished, washer and
dryer, full Kitchen. $125 per month, spring
semester. 433-1688, Jeff.

Vermont Ski Week arranged by Land Sea
Passage during Spring Break at Sugar
Bush with 78 slopes. $220 includes ac
comodations, breakfast and dinner each
day, shuttle bus between three excellent
resorts, and lift tickets. 433-2177.

Wanted
Writer for Sci-fl adventure stories. Call
433-2169 after 7 p.m. Mon-Fri.
Musicians interested in starting rock
band. Call Will 433-4779.
Co-driver Mondays and Fridays from
Winchester. Office: 433-6938 or Home:
667-7174.
Wargammers and Fantasy role-players!
A strategy-fantasy club is being started
If you're Interested in joining, call Jon,
433-2473, for more information or write to
P.O. Box 4095.

Personals
Skip Castro — Tuesday, February 8 at
The Other Place. 434-9233.

Mardl Qrat lor the Weekend I Anyone Interested In ride to New Orleans for Mardl
Gras, Feb. 11, contact Valerie, P.O. 4038.
We'll do anything for money — call 4248
or 4148. Now!
EaglltM — Thanks for the personal. We
know your reputation is true. Be sure to
visit sometime soon! Love, Qarber
ASoctlon.
To my favorite little flower, Happy Birthday Rose. Love, Hogan.
Dave Smith — Thanks for the rescue run
and the tow. Can we pay you in
Copenhagen? Radford sucks. Satisfied
Neal and the the Slgu Thieves.
Scott Palmer, What is your favorite
animal? Do you remember me? Cindy.
Robbie — What's for dinner? I'm makin'
eyes at you...Sir, you're Invading my personal space! Rubbing noses if funl I'm
convinced. Baa-a-a. Your Fellow Sheep.
Sprout, Belinda, Dancing Machine —
Happy 21 st year. May your boogie always
be bouncy. Love, The Alrflahes.
Happy Birthday Rose, my favorite little
Phillipine girl. You mean a lot to me.
Love, Art.

The Sisters ol Alpha Gamma Delta would
like to congratulate Debbie Parker on her
engagement to Stuart Copan.
Happy Birthday to those of you with birthdays in January; Kelly, Alan, Brian G.,
Greg, Dave S., Kemp, Kevin S., John R.,
and Cralgl Love ya, Sigma Nu Little
Sisters.
Linda and Amy: The weirdness In contaglous. Watch out!! Maria.
To our new initiates — welcome to
sisterhood and congratulations. Love
your sisters of Alpha Qamma Delta.
Nasdy Green — I looove youuut Bill
Howard (and Pablo).
Curly Studette, How about another game
of War? Winner take ail or more! We
could get more wine. B.S.
Cindy Maurer — Happy Birthday! How
'bout a shot (or 3) of schnapps to toast 22
years? Love and friendship, Susan.
To our conquering warrior — We love
you The Three Musketeere.
To our late night callees: Is sex better
with expensive condoms? You'll Never
Know.

announcements
General
Self-managing skills — me office of student
Activities will present a seminar on self managing
skills, Feb. 1 from 3 to 5 p.m. ana 7 to 10 p.m. In the
South Ballroom of the WCC. The seminar will be conducted by the Leadership Training Institute and is
open to all JMU students, faculty and staff.

The Commuter Student Committee is
holding elections for senator on Feb. 9 Any interested
commuter should pick up declarations of Intent by
Feb 4. in ihe CSC office, room 106 of the WCC.

The University Writing Leb otters individuals
ed help 10 students working on papers or reports, studying for essay exams, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar or preparing to take the ORE. LSAT
or GMAT For more information call Mrs Hosklns at
6401 or stop by Sheldon 208. Monday through-Friday
from 9 am to 3 p.m
—
Chrysalis, the JMU art an literary magazine is now
accepting submissions tor its 1963 issue. Literary submissions should be sent to Box 4112. Art works can be
brought by Zlrcle House, Monday through Thursday
from noon to 4 p.m. and Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. The
safety and anonymity of all works during the selection
process is guaranteed.

tm

Special Olympics — Anyone interested in signing up for Train-a-Champ second semester, contact
Sandy Steeley at 7118 or P.O. Box 3343.
Alpha EpSllon RhO, the National Broadcasting
Society, is accepting applications for membership
Candidates must have a 2.0 OPA overall and a 30 in
their major excluding core courses. Membership is
open to all students in communication arts with a
radio-TV-dim emphasis. Applications are available at
WMRA, Burruas Hall, and at the Television-Film Center
in Harrlaon Hall, and must returned to P O Box 4174 or
to WMRA or the TV-Film Center no later than noon Feb
9.
Spring Break In Appalachla — During spring
break, a team of workers sponsored by the Wesley
Foundation will go to the Red Bird Mission in Kentucky
for a week long service project in the poorest section
of Appalachia. For more Information call 434-3490 or
write to Wesley Foundation, Box 4253 campus mail.
There will also be a program of the Red Bird Mission at
the Wesley Foundation, Feb. 2 at 6:30 p.m.
Course In Christian Ministry — The Rev
John Copenhaber will teach a course beginning In
February on Chnatian ministry. The course will include
training In leading Bible studies and worship experiences along with some practical exercises In how
to reflect and act on social Issues. For Information call
Ihe Wesley Foundation at 434-3490 or write to John
Cooenhaver, Box 4253 campus mail

Events
Talent Search — Recording artist Oeneice
Williams will Join other top names In the entertainment
industry in Judging the National Finals of the AllAmerican Collegiate Talent Search, March 26, 1963 at
New Mexico University. Entries for the competition are
being accepted now through Feb. 11 For more information write ACTS, Box 3ACT. New Mexico State
University. Las Cruces, N.M. 88003, or call (505)
6464413.

It's alive and well
at Ace Music 'n
Electronics! We
don't sell
"units"-we sell
music.
So
If
anything you buy
from us breaks
down within the
warranty period and
we're unable to fix
it the day you bring
it in, we'll give you a
loaner to keep you
in music.

. .
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26 Pleasant Hill Road
434-4722
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Take Shank I Bus
To Our Door!

Placement center — Hershey Chocolate Com
pany la interested In receiving resumes Irom December
graduates only who are seeking sales poationa In the
DC and Baltimore area Sign up sheets will be posted
In the CP&P office Jan. 31, for one week Bring o«e
copy of the resume at the time you algn up.
CP&P workshops: "Getting Your Act Together" will
be Feb. 1 from 7 30 to 8:30p.m. "How to Get Your Foot
In the Door," a workshop dealing with the obstacles
you may face In getting and interview, will be held Feb.
3 from 4 to 5 p.m. "Interview Prepertatlon" will be Feb.
1 from 1:45 to 2:45 p.m. "Interviewing for Teaching
Positions" will be Feb. 2 from 11 a.m. lo noon.
"Resume Writing" will be Feb 2 from 4 to 5 p.m. Sign
up in advance In the CPSP office for all workshops
A special program called "How to Survive on
Foreign Soil" will be held Feb. 2 from 7 to 8 p.m. in
room C ol the WCC
"Move Over My Head Hurts." an Informal question
and answer session focusing on the nit picky points of
interviewing, will be held Feb 8 from 7 to 8 p.m. In the
CP&P interview center.
The following job connections will be posted Feb. 7:
Eastman Kodak,(7enness»t Easimsn Co.), Is Interested in chemistry majors tor technical market;
Flldcreat MUla. Eden, NC la interested In accounting.
computer science and management majors; Computer
Science Corporations. Silver Spring,MD, Is Interested
In computer science, math and physics majors; Quest
Research Corp. is Interested In math and computer
science majors. If your major matches those listed
above, bring one copy of your resume for each sign-up.
The Naval Investigation Service will be recruiting on
campua Feb 3 lor special agent positions. Signup
sheets are posted In the CPSP office.
Planetarium program — '"The Loneliness Fac
tor" will open at the JMU Planetarium In Miller Hall.
The program will be presented at 7 and 8 p.m. each
Thursday through Feb. 17 For more information contact the JMU physics department at 433-6109

Baptist Student Union — Exercise classes for
men and women will be starting this week. Call Mary at
5657 lor more information
New Pselm Singers meet st 6:30 p.m. Feb. 2
Sunrise Semester meets Tuesday from 7 to 6 a.m.
Glen Bayly will be speaking on "What do YOu Believe,
and Why."
—:
Weekly Fellowship will be Feb. 3 Irom 5:30 to 7 p.m.
This week it will be a coffee house
Art activities — Sawnill Gallery, Jan. 24 to Feb
17: "Reproduced Masterpieces from the National
Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China."
This exhibition contains tine examples of Chinese art.
Dr. Bill R. Booth, director of the Claypool-Young Art
Gallery and organizer of this traveling exhibition will
present a slide lecture of Chinese Art and the Naional
Palace Museum Jan. 24 at 7 p.m. in room A100 of the
Duke Fine Arts building. Immediately following this
lecture, there will be and opening reception In the
Sawhni Gallery.
New Image Gallery, Jan. 17 lo Feb 10: "Reed
Estabrook. Photographs "
Artworks Gallery, Jan. 24 to Feb. 3: Works on Paper
By Maria Shea and John Graves." An opening reception lor this exhibition by undergraduate an students
will be held Jan. 24 from 7 to 8 p.m.
The Other Gallery. Jan.24 to Feb. 3: Works on Paper
by B.J. Daniels, undergraduate student " An opening
reception will be held Jan 24 from 7 to 8 p.m.
Film series: Eight "Shock of the New" hour long
films with discussions following led by JMU an faculty
are being preeented by Kappa PI An Fraternity every
Monday night through March 14 at 7:30 p.m. In room
A200 ol the Duke Fine Arts building.
Catholic Campus Ministry — Saturday mass
is held at 5 p m In room D of the WCC.
Sunday maaaea are held at 10:30 a.m. and noon in
the Ballroom of the WCC.

The Commuter Student Center win be spon
soring "Commuter Shooter Night" every Wednesday
from 8 p.m to 2 a.m. at the Belle Meade Lounge. Twotor-one prices all night long with a special shooter hour
Irom 9 to 10 p.m Commuters need to stop by the CSC
office to pick up a commuter I.D
CeramlC Slide lectures — A visiting Japanese
artist, Katsuyuk! Sakazume, will present a slide lecture
on "Anagma." Feb 10 at 7 p.m. in room A100 of the
Ouke Fine Ans Building. Katsuyukl built the "anagma"
kiln which a Is half underground, single chamber kiln.
For information, contact Masako Mlyata of the JMU art
department.
Music performances — student recital with
Kathy Frakea, vocal, will be Feb. 3 at 8 p.m. In AnthonySeeger Auditorium.
Faculty recital with Marlon Perkins playing the piano
will be Feb. 6 at 3 p.m. in Wilson Audkxlutn.
Fine Arts Series, Eugene Fodor and JMU Symphony
Orchestra will be Feb. 7 at 8p.m. In Wilson Auditorium.

Meetings
JMU Ski Club meets every Monday at 0 p.m m the
North Ballroom of the WCC.

Phi Seta Lambda Buslnees Club win meet
Feb. 3 at 6:30 p.m. In Black well Auditorium In Moody
Hall.
Alpha EpallCfl RhO, the National Broadcaatlng
Society, will meet at 6 p.m. Feb 2 in room D of the WCC.
Attendance will be taken.
Women's Softball — There will be a mewing for
women's Softball at 5 p.m Feb. 2 in Godwin 344. New
members are welcome.

The Elementary Education Forum win meet
at 6 p m Feb. 2 in room 212 of the Education Building.
Guest speaker Leslie Whltehin will be speaking on sex
education in elementary schools.
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hindsight:
A monthly review
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• Asbestos. We hoped we'd seen the last of it, but it
made headlines again. There are 11 buildings with the
cancer-causing agent still in them; seven are dorm
lounges.
University officials say there hasn't been enough
money to remove all the asbestos, but it will eventually
be removed and there is no immediate danger.
We know there is no immediate danger. Because of a
25-to-30 year latency period before cancer develops, experts are not certain how much asbestos is dangerous.
No price can be put on a life, be it that of a janitor or a
student. Getting all asbestos out of JMU must be top
priority.
• Honor Council President Tim Reynolds said the
university president should not have the power to overturn an honor decision. If the system is to be studentrun and have any measure of consistency and respect,
than he is correct. The Honor Advisory Board should
limit the university president's power.
• Latest news is donations are acceptable for Greek
parties to meet ABC guidelines. Charging admission is
not acceptable. We advise Greeks that the ABC
sometimes works undercover, and if they plan to accept
the law, then donations should be unsolicited.

Notes:
• Eleven SGA representatives went to Richmond to
protest an attempt to raise the drinking age for beer
from 18 to 21. Student representation may have had little impact, as the bill got preliminary approval in the
House of Delegates Friday. The bill has the backing of
Gov. Charles Robb.
• At least 24 students had to quit campus jobs to continue receiving financial aid. This is due to a federal law
which keeps a student on financial aid from earning too
much money — enough to stay out of debt,

Quotes:
• Lacy Daniel, dean of students, on a bill which
would raise Virginia's beer drinking age to 21: It would
"remove most of the open use of alcohol on . . . campus."
• Chris Harvey, Chairman pro-tempore of the SGA,
on the bill: "Not many people know about this. The
way things are going now it's gonna get ramrodded
through before wt can do anything about it."
• Tom Weedon, ABC direc'.or of information, on the
legality of accepting donaiions for beer: "A donation is
one thing and an admission charge is another."
• Dean Ehlers, athletic director, on the use of the lottery for some basketball games: "I guess it really didn't
work out the way we had hoped. Either the lottery
wasn't necessary, or we did something wrong. ... At
this point, I would have a hard time saying I would do
the same thing again."
^^Q
• John Sellers, director of financial aid, on the'
federal law curbing the amount of work a student can be
paid for while getting financial aid: "The bottom line is,
you can't make money and go to school."
• James Auckland, plant manager, on asbestos in 11
JMU buildings: "There is no immediate danger of any
kind because it's up in the ceiling."
• Paul Levine, who advises the Environmental Protection Agency on asbestos: "Any small amount over a
long period, of time could be dangerous."

Uncle Sam wants you,
but he doesn't need you
By LUKE ADAMS
Students wanting financial aid next year must
prove they have registered for the draft, are
female or have exemptions. This is selective prosecution; rich kids don't have to prove it.
While selective prosecution is bad, the reason
for it is worse. The issue is government's right to
make individuals serve the state.
Congressman Daniel Webster asked in 1814:
"Where is it written in the Constitution . . . that
you may take children from their parents and
parents from their children and compel them to
fight the battles of any war in which the folly or
wickedness of government may engage them?"
This question begs an answer from the Reagan
administration, which has reneged on campaign
promises to nullify the draft.
On Jan. 27 Reps. Martin Sabo (D-Minn.) and
Bill Green (R-N.Y.) introduced legislation cosponsored by 29 other House members to abolish
peace-time registration. Such government allies
of the young are few.
Henry David Thoreau said tactics like tax evasion, resistance and civil disobedience to protest
government policies are essential to a democracy.
Yet when conscientious men refuse to be indentured servants of a government gone astray,
blind followers of the blind attack them in the
name of patriotism.
I'd rather be right than patriotic.
The military doesn't need us. According to
military specialist Earl Ravenal, 1.25 million
troops would be adequate to defend the United

States. We have almost twice that.
About 800,000 U.S. troops protect multinational corporations which have invested $300
billion abroad. Meanwhile in America,
unemployment climbs^ social services go
bankrupt, and children starve in Appalachia.
According to Pentagon policy, the United
States is prepared to fight one-and-a-half wars
abroad. This year America will spend almost
$100 billion for defense of Europe and almost
$30 billion for defense of Asia. This demands a
bloated military budget and excessive troops.
Many of the nations U.S. military protects are
authoritarian or able to defend themselves.
Military cuts and an end to defending foreign
soil would enable pay increases for American
military personnel and bring in more volunteers.
What our government has chosen to do,
however, is ignore its basic principles and force
young citizens to cooperate with a war machine.
An advisory study to President Reagan concludes: "It is axiomatic that individual liberties
are secondary to the requirement of national
security and internal civil ordec"
Once again America's youth is being asked to
prepare for war. For what duty or obligation?
Exxon? Ronald Reagan? A polyester flag? To
save our women from the Ruskie horde? My
heart stirs for none of these.
Our real fight is at home — against registration, the draft and destruction of life.
Luke* Adams is a sophomore communication
arts major.
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Birth control story, services immoral
To the editor:
I was appalled to read the Jan. 24 article in The
Breeze on birth control (Health Center contraceptive services in demand).
What is the world coming to when young, single
people are made to feel that their indulging in immorality is acceptable? I'm writing about the JMU
Health Center.
And the Health Center offers confidentiality at
that! The hush-hush attitude to protect the rights
of those using birth control ironically contrasts the
openness of birth control services.
That the Health Centeris "swamped" is alarming. Is premarital sex a matter of everybody doing
// as the tone of the article implies?

What about the physical and psychological consequences of premarital sex that are not alluded to
in this clinically spotless piece of factual reporting?
I suppose this human, moralistic, but oh-so-true
outrage has to come from people like me who are
carefully excluded /rom involvement unless it includes paying the bills.
Being a full-time mother of four children from
one-year-old to 15,1 have little time for research.
But I know that venereal disease is increasing, and
I can see why, with health centers doing their part
to promote premarital sex with no-stringsattached, and media coverage giving the impression that business is good so come on over.

Joisey
Sesquipedalianisms
BY SCOTT BABCOCK
Ann, the editorial.
That stalwart institution
of printed palaver where the
most verbose and longwinded of us can voice our
fastidious gripes and complaints with all the inordinate panache that our
relatively
barren
vocabularies can muster.
Knowing that an entire
university of peers is bound
to read our persnickety expostulation, we do tend to
be overly bombastic.
Now these grandiloquent
periphrasis of expression are
not purposely pellmell, they
just tend to paliate their attempted remonstratioris.
At the risk of turgidity,
let me sing the panegyrical
praises of those who write
with straight-forward flair,
avoiding verbigeration and
surplusage. Unfortunately,
these artisans of authorship
are all too rare and uncommon.
It is the phraseology of
the pleonastic parvenu who
attempt the use of as many
sesquipedalianisms as they
can find that turn their fustian protestations into
picayune tripe.
So please, lets keep our
chaffish
chatter
to
ourselves. Write with clear,
simple, easily understood
words.
After all, we're only college students.

—y
To the editor:
My first semester at JMU was
great and I have met a lot of nice
people, especially from Virginia. But
I become disturbed when Virginians
talk about my home state, New
Jersey. Everytime I meet a person
and say I am from New Jersey I get
the typical responses: "Oh
no...you're from Joisey," or, "You
from Joisey" (taken from Saturday
Night Live).
The conversation continues and
soon I discover that Virginians, and
probably people from other states,
do not really know my New Jersey.

\\

When I was a college student, I was concerned
about the danger of VD. Aren't your readers? I
was concerned that my relations with a man did
not come down to having my body used and
disposed of like a paper cup. I was concerned
about the future of my children as well as having
fun.
|
There are many sad stories of ruined bodies and
lives that deal with premarital sex. I'm sorry that
The Breeze does not offer more balanced reporting, and the Health Center is not more concerned
with complete health rather than appearing like an
advertisement for premarital sex.
Vivian Rudmin

Don't judge the 'Garden State'
by its turnpike rest.stops
Believe me, New Jersey really is
super!
Granted, New Jersey is not very
appealing when viewed from the
New Jersey Turnpike in the back of
dad's station wagon, but let's have
an open mind! I live in an ordinary
suburb with oak trees draping the
streets, middle class homes
dominating the block, and the sound
of lawnmowers running on Saturday
mornings.
The town's location is ideal, less
than an hour from New York City,
with mountains (yes, mountains with
real live animals), and the shore Gust

as good, if not even better than
Virginia Beach).
A lot of people who say negative
things about New Jersey probably
have not been to the real New Jersey.
One should never judge a book by its
cover, especially when the cover is
the Jersey Turnpike. So go see the
"Garden State" yourself, and not
from a roadside rest stop. I may
sound like I am working for the New
Jersey Travel Board, but I am just
damn proud of my state!
So, the next time someone says
they are from New Jersey, ask them
about the shore, the mountains, and
of course, New York City (even
though it is not our own). Better yet,
see the real New Jersey, and those
sarcastic words of "Ohnp . . . New
Joisey" will soon change to "Oh
yes . . . New Jersey!"
John Munster
Cranford, New Jersey

The Breeze
demoted
To the editor:
I was rather annoyed
with the headline to my letter to the editor (Breeze
takes Rather's place) in The
Breeze Jan. 27.
I had commended The
Breeze for including state,
national and world news.
However, The Breeze does
not take the place of Dan
Rather by any means.
Sorry Breeze, but you're
not qujte that important.
Missy Mayers
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Reagan submits fiscal budget
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President Reagan is asking Congress to
freeze domestic spending in his 1984 budget
while granting defense a $30 billion increase, a
combination congressional leaders say will be
next to impossible to approve.
The budget was not to be submitted formally to Congress until today, but the early reaction indicated the difficulty Reagan's plan will
have.
The administration predicts a slow, steady
recovery from the recession beginning this
winter, but expects unemployment to linger
over double-digit levels well into next year.
Reagan, campaigning for the presidency in
1980, promised to balance the budget by 1983,
a pledge he later amended to 1984. His budget
summary now predicts deficit spending
through the end of his administration, even if
he serves two terms.
The principal elements of his 1984 tax and
spending plan include the freeze on domestic
spending, applied unevenly among hundreds
of programs; savings from benefit programs
through delaying cost-of-living increases or
other reductions and standby tax increases
amounting to $146 billion for the three fiscal
years of 1986 through 1988.
The taxes would include an excise tax on oil

Birth control

i

Starting Feb. 25, the
government says parents must
be told when their teen-age
daughters receive prescription
birth control products from
federally subsidized clinics.
But opponents of the socalled "squeal ride," contending the measure will lead to
more abortions and unwanted
pregnancies, are asking the
federal courts to overturn the
regulation before it takes effect.
The Planned Parenthood
Federation of America, the
American Civil Liberties

of $5 a barrel, enough to raise the price of
gasoline by 12 cents a gallon. Also included is
some sort of income tax surcharge, perhaps a
5 percent surtax for individuals and corporations.
In all, spending would increase by $43.3
billion in 1984 over 1983, and nearly three
quarters of it would go toward increasing
defense spending. Even so, Reagan has agreed
to trim $8 billion from his previous military
buildup.
► In a meeting with businessmen in
Boston on Wednesday, Reagan said the corporate tax is unfair to American business and
"there really isn't any justification for it."
Reagan told reporters he did not plan to
submit legislation to abolish the tax, but added, "I said it was something to study and look
at."
' But it isn't going to be looked at, because
the president told aides not to bother with it, a
White House spokesman said Thursday.
Deputy press secretary Larry Speakes said
the idea that Reagan mentioned in an off-thecuff remark was "not on the front burner; not
on the back burner for that matter."
The suggestion seemed to die almost as
soon as Reagan made it.

Union and the National Family Planning and Reproductive
Health Association have each
filed suit in federal court,
along with several states and
clinics.
The regulation was published in Wednesday's Federal
Register.

GM recall
General Motors Corp. says
it is recalling 13,000 midsize
and compact 1982 model cars
because it believes 125 of them
might have defective brake
hoses.

by the way
Wrong house
An $80,000 house in San Jose, Ca. ended
up a pile of rubble after a crew of workmen
hired through a state agency tore it apart,
under orders from a mysterious caller. But
the call was a hoax.
"It's beyond incredible,'' said Marc
Mazer, attorney for Ma-k Campbell, the
house's owner. "I think it's a prank'and I
think it's malicious."
Police, uncertain about which way to
turn in the case, said Wednesday they are
treating the case as vandalism.
A man identifying himself as "Gil
Candell, owner of Candell Construction
Co.," called the state employment development department last week and said he
wanted to hire jobless men, at $5 an hour,
to tear down the boarded-up East San Jose
home in a hurry.
The employment department, which
routinely accepts requests for laborers,
learned there is no Candell Construction
Co. A call to information in San Leandro
found no listing for a Gil Candrell..

GM discovered during internal testing that an end fitting was improperly attached
to about 125 rear brake hoses
in the Chevrolet Celebrity and
Citation, Pontiac 6000 and
Phoenix, and Buick Century
and Skylark models, the company said in a statement Friday.
Separation of the hose
would cause a loss of brake
fluid and partial loss of braking action, but because of the
vehicles' dual braking system,
the car still could be stopped,
the statement said.
— Compiled from wire reports

Mideast blast
The Palestine Liberation Organization's Becca Valley headquarters crumbled
in a mass of twisted iron and slabs of concrete Friday after a car bomb detonated
ammunition stored in the basement of the
three-story building on the outskirts of
Chtaura, about 21 miles east of Beruit.
The French news agency Agence FrancePresse in Beruit said one caller claimed the
bomb was set off by the Lebanese Cedars
Force, while another said it was the work
of the Front for the Liberation of Lebanon
from Foreigners, which bombed several
PLO targets before Israel's invasion of
Lebanon last June.
Little is known about either group.

Arms control
President Reagan's choice for a new
nuclear arms-control director came under
sharp attack from Democrats and keen
questioning by Republicans today as the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee began
confirmation healings.
The nominee, Kenneth L. Adelman,
pledged to "work tirelessly" for Reagan's
"deep cuts" in nuclear armaments leading
to "greater world stability based on genuine equality with effective verification."
Adelman was nominated by Reagan
after Eugene Rostow resigned Jan. 12 at
the president's request.

Japan's car exports dropped
Japan's exports of motor vehicles dropped 7.6 percent to 5.59 million in 1982, the
first year-to-year decline since full-scale
auto exporting began more than 20 years
ago, a trade association reported Thursday.
Restrictions on shipments of passenger
cars abroad, resulting from growing trade
friction with the United States and Europe,
and worldwide recession contributed to the
slump, the Japan Automobile Manufacturers' Association reported.
— Compiled from wire reports

state
Coors
to be distributed

Coors officials say they will
begin marketing their Col*
orado beer in Virginia and
Washington, D.C. on March
21.
William F. Moses, who
manages Coors' 2,100 acres in
eastern Rockingham County,
where Coors has proposed
building its first East Coast
brewery, said the expansion of
the distribution territory did

not mean any decision had
been made on the future of
the proposed brewery site
south of Elkton in the
Shenandoah Valley.
Coors, which first proposed
the Rockingham County
brewery in 1979, says plans to
build it are LOW on hold

Plane crash
A private plane that collided with a military jet off the

'Skins ovsr 'Fins, 27-17
The Washington Redskins defeated the
Miami Dolphins 27-17 in the Super Bowl last
night in Pasadena, Ca.
Led by quarterback Joe Theismann and a
spectacular performance by runningback
John Riggins, the Redskins came back in the
second half to dominate Miami and bring
Washington its first World Champion victory.

North Carolina coast Jan. 9
apparently had wandered into
restricted airspace to avoid
bad weather, according to a
flight tape.
All seven people aboard the
twin-engine Beechcraft BE-55
were killed when an Air Force
F 4C Phantom jet collided
with the aircraft, which crashed into the Atlantic Ocean.
The fighter landed safely
with a damaged wing, its two
crewmen uninjured.

Bear Bryant dies at 69
As a youth, he wrestled a bear. As a man,
he wrestled with something else — a drive for
perfection the world of college football had
never seen before.
Paul William "Bear" Bryant — craggyfaced, gravel-voiced, the toughest kind of
field master, the softest touch to friends in
need — is dead at 69.
— Compiled from wire reports
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